"Vascular depression" predicts verbal fluency in older adults.
Past research has found links among cerebrovascular risk factors (CVRFs), depression, and cognition in older adults. This study investigated how well baseline cerebrovascular burden and depression predicted verbal fluency three and six months later. Participants were 139 medical rehabilitation patients, age 60 and above. The Geriatric Depression Scale, Charlson Co-Morbidity Index, and Dementia Rating Scale were administered at baseline, and verbal fluency was measured three and six months later. Structural equation modeling found that depression significantly predicted verbal fluency at both time points, independently of demographic variables, baseline cognition, or medical burden. CVRFs correlated with depressive symptoms but did not independently predict verbal fluency. Findings suggest that vascular depression may be a possible signal of impaired brain integrity, consistent with Alexopoulos and colleague's (2000) conceptual framework.